The reign of the 35th GM of the LH3 club Tagg is
about to come to an end. There have been some great
G.M’s over the years such as our founder Cambo,
Tyles and Derbs. Tagg certainly had a formidable task
ahead of him and big boots to fill when he accepted
the role of our spiritual leader back in February 2013.
The success of any club can be attributed to its leadership and committee.
LH3 have had a very successful year, we managed to
have an organised run every Tuesday night even
though our Trail Master has been dubbed the Worlds
Worst Trail Master.
The club has recovered from near financial ruin after
the 2000th run at Carnacoo two years ago. We now
have about $10,000 in the bank minus what we will
squander tonight. This financial position can only be
attributed to our sponsor Boags, the Hash Cash Scary
and the Monks over the last two years Boong and
Hash Pash.
We have emerged from the dark ages and now have a
web site which has had over 3000 hits and a Picasa photo album with over 1000 photos which we can
look back on in years to come.
Our J.M Goblet has demonstrated what a J.M is elected for, not only did he organise the Footy Tipping
contest during the winter he was also the stand in Hash Cash and Lip on many occasions.
The 2013 committee has been called “The committee that brings you more,” the G.M will go down in the
record books as the innovative G.M and the G.M who was not afraid to step on toes and confront his
troops.
Tagg introduced light barrels soon after he took the helm, this has been hailed a great success with more
light than heavy been drunk each week.
Tagg will be remembered as one of our great G.M’s when we reflect back on our achievements in years to
come.
As you may have noticed Scary forgot his cash tin tonight. The G.M has decided to add tonight to his
many free nights during the year. Drink up on the G.M’s expense account.
The Committee of 2013 wish the incoming committee all the success during 2014.
The 2014 Committee What will they bring you???
GM: Slomo JM: Sheila, Hash Cash: Scary, Monk: Blakey, Trail master: Abba, Horn: Left Right, Lip: Rickshaw Scribe: Boong, Web Wanker Bugsy

There are several perpetual trophies awarded each
year these are the best summer run, the best winter
run, the best ON ON site, the Cock and Balls trophy
which is awarded to the person who has made the
most stuff ups during the year. The last trophy is for
the person who has completed the most runs during
the year.

Usually there are several contenders for The Cock and
Balls Trophy but this year it has easily been taken out
by the Worlds Worst Trail Master Inlet.

The Best Winter Run has been taken out by Derbs
with his Photo run from theMetz.
The Best Summer Run has been taken out by Slomo
for his recent bus trip run at Bridport.
The Best ONON Site has easily been won by Hash
Pash for his run at Golconda
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Runs for the year . From run 2038-2092
It has been a close race to win the
coveted most run trophy for 2013
It was a dead heat until Slomos run
at Bridport. With the bus driver on a
tight schedule the bus departed at
6.00Pm sharp whether you were
there or not. Where is Sheila, Bendover and Goblet echoes around the
bus. Too late says the driver we are
off.
Bugsy 55
Goblet 54
Pash, Abba 52
Inlet, Tagg 49
Bend Over 48
Rickshaw 42
Dunoim 40
Scary, Left Right, Boong 38
Fingers 37
Sheila 36
One Hump 35
Kuzza, Two Bob 33
Tyles 32
Blakey, Spyder 28
Mr sheen 26
Slomo 25
Rainbow 17
Shrek 12
Deep Shit 10
Derbs 8
Gadget 5
Chewy, Mr E , Risdon 3
Worm. Aloha 2
Tight Spot, Magpie 1
(AFL Run)

